
indicated that they will oppose certain changes, such as taxation of retirees.
So the passage of enabling legislation is far from assured.

Underwriting attitude (Important Note).  We cautiously cover Brazilian
buyers, preferring terms of 90 days or fewer. We also prefer buyers owned
or substantially controlled by multinationals or companies earning foreign
exchange revenue. Our assessment also looks for continued availability of
foreign currency-denominated credit lines to buyers and adequate currency
hedging.
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Solomon Islands - Pyramid schemesters threaten banks

Four banks - ANZ, Westpac, and the National Bank of the Solomon Islands,
along with the central bank - closed their doors on 12 May after ANZ staff
were threatened with violence the previous Friday. By 14 May, after police
had arrested three people and charged them with 'threatening behaviour and
false pretence', all banks had reopened.

Closure of the banks, which effectively shut down the Solomon Islands'
financial system for a day, was the culmination of problems that had been
brewing for several weeks. In April, members of the Family Charity Fund
(FCF), a pyramid scheme promising a A$200 000 return on a A$50
investment (period not specified), started to increase pressure on the banks
and prime minister to facilitate their activities, and allegedly hired several
notorious criminals to threaten the banks. The banks then made it clear to the
prime minister and police that they would not deal with the FCF. Matters
finally came to a head on 9 May, when the ANZ refused to open a new
account for three representatives of the FCF out of concern that the account
could have been used for fraud and money laundering. The FCF
representatives reportedly responded with threats against ANZ staff,
including bombing the bank.

For now, the problem seems to have been resolved. But last week's closures
emphasise the many problems currently facing the Solomon Islands. The
country is still suffering from the after-effects of an armed conflict between
the Malaitan Eagle Force and Guadalcanal militants that broke out in
mid-1999 and ended with the Townsville Peace Agreement of October 2000.

Progress on restoring law and order has been limited. Although many
guns were surrendered under the now-expired Townsville Peace
Agreement, most militants remain well-armed. Random acts of
violence continue in and around Honiara, often by ex-militants that
have been absorbed into the police force. Organised crime is also on
the increase.
 

●   

The economy last year shrank by 4% - the fourth contraction in a row
- bringing the total decline since 1998 to around 26% (insofar as
statistics can measure these things). Basic infrastructure has been
destroyed, the private sector has scaled back considerably and foreign
investors have not returned. Exports in 2002 were one third of their
1999 level. Foreign exchange reserves are at a level sufficient to cover
only 1.5 months' imports, despite tighter exchange controls and a 30%
depreciation of the Solomon Islands dollar against the US dollar last
year.
 

●   

The fiscal situation is desperate. Successive governments have been●   
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unable to rein in spending which, along with a substantial decline in
revenue and large compensation payments to ex-militants, has led to
budget deficits of more than 10% of GDP, including 12% last year.
Now the government has run out of options for financing the deficit.
As a result, it has for the past two years been unable to meet its
domestic and external debt repayments and last year the public payroll
was often up to three pay periods in arrears. Total government arrears
at end-2002 stood at around 19% of GDP.
 

Even before last week's events, the financial system was under
extreme stress. In 2001 the government defaulted on its bonds and
since last September, holders of government debt (mostly banks and
the National Provident Fund) have been required to roll over
maturities at a government-set interest rate of 3% - a rate far lower
than originally contracted. Meanwhile, the central bank is facing a
substantial negative equity problem after it was forced to write off
government loans.

●   

Improvement is unlikely in the near term. Recovery hinges upon restoring
the rule of law and tightening fiscal policy that would allow arrears
clearance and the clinching of multilateral aid. But while this year's budget
(which targets a small surplus) may be a step in the right direction,
unbudgeted payments to militants, which prompted the resignation of the
finance minister shortly after passage of the budget, raise serious doubts
about its credibility.

Underwriting attitude (Important Note).  We extend cover only to
experienced exporters involved in traditional trade with established buyers.
We cover only non-public buyers who deal in essential commodities such as
non-perishable foodstuffs, and who sell on cash terms. It has become more
common for buyers to be asked to prepay for imported goods. Where credit
terms are extended, the length of credit is limited generally to 30 days or
shorter for modest amounts.
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Important Note to Our Underwriting Attitude.  We assess each
application for cover individually according to its merits and our
perception of risks then prevailing.  These risks include, but are not
limited to, country, political, industry, and buyer risks and risks
inherent in payment methods and terms.
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Disclaimer

Market Watch is published for the general information of Australian
exporters and associates.  The contents of this publication are not intended as
advice and subscribers and recipients of Market Watch should rely on their
own inquiries in relation to matters discussed.  While EFIC endeavours to
ensure that Market Watch is accurate and current at the time of publication
EFIC accepts no legal liability for loss suffered by any person arising from
any act or failure to act on the basis of information and/or the opinions
contained in it.  By subscribing to Market Watch you accept this condition
and release EFIC from any such liability.
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